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ON GEOMETRIC QUANTIZATION OF bm-SYMPLECTIC MANIFOLDS
VICTORW. GUILLEMIN, EVA MIRANDA, AND JONATHANWEITSMAN
ABSTRACT. We study the formal geometric quantization of bm-symplecticmanifolds equipped
with Hamiltonian actions of a torus T with nonzero leading modular weight. The resulting
virtual T−modules are finite dimensional when m is odd, as in [GMW2]; when m is even,
these virtual modules are not finite dimensional, and we compute the asymptotics of the
representations for large weight.
1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to continue our study of formal geometric quantization for
a class of Poissonmanifolds, the bm-Poissonmanifolds which appeared first in the thesis of
Geoffrey Scott [S], in the case where these manifolds are equipped with Hamiltonian torus
actions. In the case m = 1, those are the b-symplectic manifolds of [GMP1, GMP2] whose
quantizations are constructed in [GMW2]. The methods we use here are very similar to
those of [GMW2], and as in the case of b-symplectic manifolds, the quantizations turn out
to have remarkable properties: We obtain finite dimensional virtual modules for m odd
and infinite dimensional virtual modules with remarkable asymptotic properties for m
even. We hope this repertory of examples will give further intuition about what might be
a geometric quantization for more general Poisson manifolds.
Let m be a positive integer. A bm-symplectic manifold is a smooth manifold M , along
with a smooth hypersurface Z ⊂ M , and a choice of an m-germ of a C∞-function at Z
along with a closed, nondegenerate bm-form ω of degree 2 on M (see [S] for details; we
give a brief summary of Scott’s results below).
As in [GMW2], as a form of prequantization, we assume that the bm-symplectic form is
integral, in the sense that this form has integral decomposition under Scott’s analog of the
Mazzeo–Melrose theorem.
Suppose that (M,ω) is compact, oriented, and connected and is equippedwith a Hamil-
tonian action of a compact torus T , with nonzero leading modular weight (see [GMW3]).
Supposewe are given a line bundleL→M and a connection∇ onL|M−Z whose curvature
is ω|M−Z .
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We then define the formal geometric quantization Q(M)2 as a virtual T -module by a
procedure analogous to that in [W, GMW2]; then for each weight α ∈ t∗ of the torus T, the
multiplicity of the weight α in Q(M) is given by
Q(M)α = ±Q(M//αT )
where Q(M//αT ) is the geometric quantization of the symplectic manifold M//αT
3 and
the sign is positive if the symplectic orientation on the symplectic quotientM//αT agrees
with the orientation inherited fromM , and negative otherwise.4
Our main theorem is the following:
Theorem 1. Suppose T acts onM with nonzero leading modular weight. Then,
(1) Ifm is odd, Q(M) is a finite dimensional virtual T -module.
(2) Ifm is even, there exists a weight ξ ∈ t∗, integers c±, and λ0 > 0 such that if λ > λ0, and
η ∈ t∗ is a weight of T ,
dimQ(M)λη =
{
0 if η 6= ±ξ
c± if η = ±ξ
(In fact, c± = ǫ± dimQ(M)
±λξ, where ǫ± ∈ {±1}, for any λ sufficiently large.)
Remark 1.1. In the case of m = 1, Part (1) of this theorem was proved in [GMW2]. As
in that case, it is natural to conjecture there exists a natural Fredholm operator with index
given by Q(M).
Remark 1.2. Unlike in the case ofm = 1, however, there is no reason to expect the signed
symplectic volume of (M,ω) to be finite. Thus the naive version of the semiclassical limit
may not hold.
Acknowledgements: We thank Ce´dric Oms for carefully reading a first version of this
article. We would also like to thank the referee for several helpful comments and cor-
rections. In particular, the referee pointed out to us the delicate issue of the potential
dependence of quantization on the choice of a connection with curvature given by the
symplectic form, in the case where the quotients may be orbifolds. This issue was over-
looked in [GMW2], and we address it in this paper. It does not affect the statements of the
main theorems and addressing it requires only some care with the proofs, not any major
changes.
2. bm-MANIFOLDS
LetM be a compact manifold, and let f ∈ C∞(M) have a transverse zero at a hypersur-
face Z ⊂ M . Let m be a positive integer, the m-germ of f at Z gives rise to a locally free
sheaf, and therefore a vector bundle, given by,
Γ(b
m
TM) = {v ∈ Γ(TM) : vf vanishes to orderm at Z}.
By considering sections of thewedge powersΛk( b
m
T ∗M)we obtain a complex ( b
m
Ωk(M), d)
of differential forms with singularities at Z and an associated de Rham cohomology (the
so-called bm-cohomology).
2WewriteQ(M) by abuse of notation even though the quantization as defined depends on the data ω,L,∇.
3Some care must be taken when α is a singular value of the moment map; see below.
4This sign convention is inspired by the results of [CKT] for presymplectic manifolds; in the symplectic
case, these orientations always agree, and the sign is always positive.
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Theorem 2.1 (bm-Mazzeo–Melrose, [S]).
(2.2) b
m
Hp(M) ∼= Hp(M)⊕ (Hp−1(Z))m.
We call an element of b
m
Hp(M) integral if its image under the isomorphism above is
integral.
A two form ω ∈ b
m
Ω2(M) is bm-symplectic if it is closed and nondegenerate (as an ele-
ment of Λ2( b
m
T ∗M )). We assume now thatM is equipped with an integral bm-symplectic
form. This is an analog for bm-symplectic manifolds of the prequantization condition of
[GMW2].
In this case, the image of ω in H2(M) gives rise to a line bundle on M . In order to
study the meaning of integrality of the other terms in the Mazzeo–Melrose formula (2.2),
we recall that in a neighborhood U of the critical set Z , U = Z × (−ǫ, ǫ), ω may be written
as
(2.3) ω =
m∑
j=1
df
f j
∧ π∗(αj) + β
where the αj are closed one forms on Z , β is a closed 2-form on U , and π : U −→ Z is the
projection. Nondegeneracy of ω implies that β|Z is of maximal rank and αm is nowhere
vanishing. In fact, αm defines the symplectic foliation of the Poisson structure associated to
ω, and β gives the symplectic form on the leaves of this foliation. In our case, the integrality
of αm gives a map φ : Z −→ S
1 whose fibers define the symplectic foliation showing that
this foliation has compact leaves and is a mapping torus.
Now let us assume a torus T d acts effectively onM preserving Z, f and ω, and further-
more that this action is Hamiltonian in the sense of [GMW3]; that is, there exists a moment
map µ ∈ b
m
C∞(M)⊗ twith
〈dµ, ξ〉 = iξMω
for any ξ ∈ t and where ξM stands for the fundamental vector field generated by ξ;
where
bmC∞(M) = f−(m−1)C∞(M) + bC∞(M)
and
bC∞(M) = {g log |f |+ h, g, h ∈ C∞(M)}.
As in [GMW3], the action gives rise to a series of modular weights a1, . . . , am ∈ t
∗ in
each connected component of Z given by
aj(ξ) = αj(ξ
M );
in [GMW3] we show these are constants.
We now assume
Assumption: am is nonzero.
As in [GMW3] it is sufficient to assume am is nonzero for one connected component of
Z .
Let tL = (am)
0 ⊂ t be the annihilator of the weight am of T and let TL be the torus
generated by tL. This is a one codimensional subtorus of T.
Then the main technical result of [GMW3] is the following local convexity theorem:
Theorem 2.4 (Guillemin-Miranda-Weitsman). There exists a neighborhood U = Z × (−ǫ, ǫ)
where the moment map µ : M − Z −→ t∗ is given by
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µ =
m−1∑
i=1
1
gi
ai+1 + log |g|a1 + µL
where g is a function agreeing with f to order m, ai ∈ t
0
L, and µL is the moment map for the
TL-action on the symplectic leaves of the foliation.
3. FORMAL GEOMETRIC QUANTIZATION
Wewish to define geometric quantization for bm-symplectic manifolds, by analogy with
some form of geometric quantization in the symplectic case. Ideally this would involve
constructing a Fredholm operator on the manifold, computing its index, and proving a
vanishing theorem, so that we would obtain a vector space. Since we do not know how to
perform this construction, we try to obtain intuition about what such a quantization would
look like by using the expectation that quantization commutes with reduction to define
a ”formal geometric quantization” in the bm-symplectic case, in analogy with a similar
construction [W, P] in the case of noncompact Hamiltonian T -spaces with proper moment
map.
Let (M,ω) be an integral bm-symplectic manifold with a Hamiltonian action of a torus
T := Td with nonzero leading modular weight. Suppose we are given a line bundle L →
M and a connection∇ on L|M−Z with curvature ω|M−Z .
Definition 3.1 ([W]). A virtual T -module V is the quantization ofM (and we writeQ(M) =
V ) if, for every compact integral Hamiltonian T -space N we have
(3.2) (V ⊗Q(N))T = ǫQ((M ×N)//0T )
whereQ(N) denotes the standard geometric quantization ofN , and Q(M ×N)//0T is the
geometric quantization of the compact integral symplectic manifold (M × N)//0T,, i.e.,
the symplectic reduction ofM ×N at 05, and where ǫ is +1 if the symplectic orientation on
the symplectic quotient (M × N)//0T agrees with the orientation inherited from M × N ,
and −1 otherwise.6
See also [P, V].
Remark 3.3. In the case where (M × N)//0T is not smooth, the quantization must be
defined by the shift desingularization of Meinrenken and Sjamaar [MS], which is standard
by now (see e.g. [W, P]).
Equation (3.2) means that Q(M) = ⊕iǫiQ((M \Z)i),where the (M \Z)i are the compo-
nents ofM \ Z , where Q(M \ Z) is the formal geometric quantization of the non-compact
Hamiltonian T -space (with propermomentmap)M \Z whose quantization was defined in
[W, P], and where ǫi ∈ {±1} are determined by the relative orientations of the symplectic
forms on the components ofM \Z and the overall orientation ofM. (Integrality of the sym-
plectic manifold M \ Z follows from our integrality condition on the bm-symplectic form,
and properness of the moment map follows from the condition that the leading modular
weight is nonzero.) Thus the quantization ofM exists and is unique. Alternatively,
Q(M) =
⊕
α
ǫ(α)Q(M//αT )α,
5Note that since the moment map is singular onZ, andN is compact, (M×N)//0T = ((M−Z)×N)//0T ,
so that (M ×N)//0T is compact and symplectic.
6This sign convention is inspired by the results of [CKT] for presymplectic manifolds; in the symplectic
case, these orientations always agree, and the sign is always positive.
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where Q(M//αT ) must again be defined using the shifting trick where α is not a regular
value of the moment map, and ǫ(α) ∈ {±1} is determined by the relative orientations of
M andM//αT.
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
Since
Q(M) =
⊕
α
ǫ(α)Q(M//αT )α,
it suffices to compute Q(W ) where W is some T -invariant neighborhood of Z . The com-
plement of this neighborhood is compact, and therefore contributes only a finite number of
weights to Q(M); so it does not affect either the finiteness statement (1) or the asymptotic
statement (2).
Consider, then, a componentZi of Z and a neighborhoodU = (−ǫ, ǫ)×Zi containing Zi.
The local convexity theorem of [GMW3] (see Theorem 2.4) shows that the moment map in
the region U may be taken as
µ(x, z) =
m−1∑
i=1
ai+1
xi
+ a1log|x| + µL(p(z))
where p : Z −→ L is the projection onto the fiber of the trivial symplectic fibration φ :
Z −→ S1.
In order to prove the second part of the theorem, observe that any weight can be written
as ξ = ξ0 + η ∈ t
∗ where ξ0 lies in the one dimensional subspace of t generated by am and
η ∈ t∗L.
µL(L) ⊂ t
∗
L
ξ0
0
ξ0 + η
λ(ξ0 + η)
t
∗
L
Rξ0
t
∗
First we note that Q(M)ζ = 0 unless ζ ∈ Im(µL), since the reduced space will be empty
if ζ does not lie in the image of µ. However, for sufficiently large |λ|, λξ is not in the image
of themoment mapwhen η 6= 0, thus proving thatQ(M)λξ = 0 unless η = 0 for sufficiently
large |λ|. This proves the vanishing statement in (2).
To compute the asymptotics of the quantization, we need the following result, in the
case where (M,ω) is a symplectic manifold.
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Theorem 4.1. Let (M,ω) be a (possibly noncompact) Hamiltonian T−space equipped with a T−
equivariant line bundle L with connection ∇ of curvature ω. Suppose T ′ ⊂ T is a subtorus, and
that the moment maps for the T and T ′ actions on M are both proper. Write Q′(M) for the formal
geometric quantization of M as a Hamiltonian T ′ space with proper moment map, and note that
Q′(M) is a virtual T -module. Then as virtual T -modules,
Q′(M) = Q(M).
The proof is an immediate consequence of the fact that quantization commutes with
reduction, and has the following corollary:
Theorem 4.2. Let (M,ω) be a bm-symplectic manifold equipped with a Hamiltonian T action, and
with a T− equivariant line bundle L with connection ∇ on M \ Z of curvature ω|M\Z . Suppose
T ′ ⊂ T is a subtorus, and that both T and T ′ act on M with nonzero leading modular weight.
Write Q′(M) for the formal geometric quantization of M as a bm-Hamiltonian T ′ space, and note
that Q′(M) is a virtual T -module. Then as virtual T -modules,
Q′(M) = Q(M).
We now continue the proof of Theorem 1. To study the asymptotic behavior of the
quantization Q(M), we note that Theorem 4.2 means that it suffices to consider the case
where T is a circle whose moment map is given by the nonzero modular weight. In a
neighborhood of Z,we can assume without loss of generality that this circle acts freely (by
taking a quotient by a finite stabilizer group, if necessary). This means that the symplectic
quotients are manifolds, so that the dimension or their quantizations depend only on the
symplectic form, and not on the choice of connection (this follows from the Riemann Roch
formula for the dimension of the quantization of a symplectic manifold).
Next, we note that the normal form (2.3) for the symplectic form shows that in a neigh-
borhood of a connected component of Z, the reduced spacesM//λξ0T are symplectomor-
phic to the leaves of the symplectic foliation on Z. In particular, in such a neighborhood,
i.e., for sufficiently large λ, these symplectic quotients are independent of λ, and the di-
mension of the quantization is given by c± = ± rankQ(M)
±λξ for any λ sufficiently large.
To prove part (1), for m odd, we note that the explicit formula for the symplectic form
in a neighborhood of a component of Z shows that in such a neighborhood, each re-
duced space consists of two components, one whose symplectic orientation agrees with
that inherited from M, and one where the orientations are opposite; and that these re-
duced spaces are symplectomorphic. The quantization of such a neighborhood is the triv-
ial T−module.
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